A Spiritual Audit for Apostolic Leaders1
Rate your answer to each of the following questions by placing a check  in the
numbered box which you believe accurately identifies where you are at.
2 Corinthians 13:5 (TLB) – Check up on yourselves. Are you really Christians? Do you pass the test? Do you
feel Christ’s presence and power more and more within you? Or are you just pretending to be Christians when
actually you aren’t at all?

1. Am I content with who I am becoming?
2. Am I becoming less religious and more
spiritual?
3. Does my family genuinely recognize the
authenticity of my spirituality?
4. Do others easily detect the mantle I carry
when they are in my presence?
5. Does living water, life and blessing
constantly flow out of me?
6. Has the Lord completely defined my
unique ministry at this point in time?
7. Is the ‘Seat of Rest’ the place I function
out of all day?
8. Is my life of intimacy with the King
improving?
9. Have I maintained genuine honour for God
– individually: Father, Son & Holy Spirit?
10. Is my humility always genuine?
11. Is obedience to the Spirit in small
matters becoming more automatic for me?
12. Do I have the genuine fruit of the Spirit
on exhibition in my life?

1 – Based on “Conducting a Spiritual Audit” by Fred Smith www.buildingchurchleaders.com/articles/1998/le-8l1-8l1040.html

13. What is the level of my leadership
anointing that I operate from?
14. What proportion am I operating as a
peace-maker rather than a peace-keeper?
15. How much does control constitute how I
lead others?
16. What level of Holy Spirit power am I
operating with?
17. What is the level of signs and miracles
that accompany what I do?
18. Am I ‘administrating’ more in the
activities of my life?
19. Is the desire to father/mentor others
strong in me?
20. Is teaching becoming more a part of
what I do, imparting the Kingdom to others?
21. Do my close friends, community and my
family detect the authority that I carry?
22. Have I surrendered everything to my
King and give extravagantly of everything?
23. Am I more conscious of daily operating
in my primary mantle so I’m fitting into it?
24. Have I moved largely from a prayer-life
to a life of conversation with my Beloved?
25. How much have I conquered the praise
of men and the acknowledgement of men?
26. How much of my identity is in my
sonship?
27. Is my ‘spiritual feeding’ the right diet
for me?
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